THE-SPHERE,
generosity is your password

An encounter…
Shhh! Word has it that Eva Longoria Parker has fallen head over heels.
Even though the actress is living a great romance with Tony Parker,
she nevertheless needed a partner to make her dearest dream come true:
make sick children happy. On the advice of a friend, Eva quite naturally
signed up on The-Sphere and got the idea of pairing the happy few network
with her engagement. “THE-SPHERE is a marvellous place where you can
meet fascinating and amazing people, and you can be sure there won’t be
any unpleasant surprises!” she said. It was at the Hotel Meurice in Paris,
in the hushed atmosphere of the lounges, that everything played out
and the Beauty declared her undying love to David Manoukian, the founder of
THE-SPHERE. Won over (who wouldn’t be) and without the slightest hesitation,
he said yes to her invitation.

A Shared wish…
…Make a wish come true for children with life-threatening medical
conditions. THE-SPHERE, Eva Longoria Parker and Tony Parker have organised
the first “

”, which took place on September 21st to benefit the

Make-A-Wish® France association of which the basketball player is the ambassador.
“I want to give back what luck has given me” he declared.
By financing the event, THE-SPHERE, a perfect showcase, has donated all collected funds
to Make-A-Wish® France. Victoire can become a princess, Vincent a football player
and Civ Thiou will be able to swim with dolphins and thus, even if for just one day,
their dreams will come true.

A network to dream for…
And what could be more appropriate than THE-SPHERE to mobilise affluent individuals?
The website, which fosters private and professional contacts among “people of the
same circles”, is where the elite hold court. You do have to submit your application to the
admission committee for review before becoming a member. Look no further, the happy
few are there! Not just a social network or a pool of potential donors, THE-SPHERE
is also a tool for organizing your social life with, for example, a “limitless” concierge
service. Whatever the members need (from concert tickets to renting a private jet
to acquiring the address of a tailor in Milan), each wish is fulfilled. THE-SPHERE,
a real machine to make dreams come true, will do everything it can to help
Make-A-Wish® France.
In September, the entire THE-SPHERE community has gathered and vibrated to the
rhythms of the “

”, with one purpose in mind: make those children’s eyes

bright again.
www.the-sphere.com
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